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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to transceivers and, in particular, to a modulation method for Frequency Division Duplex/Time Division Duplex (FDD/TDD) transceivers.

Description of Related Art

[0002] Most architectures for low cost 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz portable residential wireless systems employ either Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) or Time Division Duplex (TDD) architectures. TDD architectures use digital modulation schemes so that digitized voice can be buffered and burst out during a transmission and then converted back to a normal rate after rate conversion in the receiver base band circuits. The TDD architectures result in very low cost radio frequency (RF) architectures as there is no need for Duplex filters and also due to the fact that only one phased locked loop (PLL) is needed to support a two-way communication link. However, due to the cost constraints on realizing an Integrated Circuit (IC) with all of the necessary base band signal processing, a TDD approach is not the lowest cost solution.

[0003] Frequency Division Duplex is generally used by analog systems that transmit and receive at distinctly different frequency bands. To prevent transmitter power from degrading receiver performance, expensive surface acoustic wave (SAW) or dielectric filters are used in the front end. In FDD, since the analog signal is transmitted without conversion into the digital domain, the cost of the base band sections are low. However, the RF sections are more expensive and the receive and transmit bands occupy a relatively small bandwidth of the available spectrum. In contrast, a TDD system is capable of operating over the entire available bandwidth.

[0004] U.S. Patent No. 4,628,518 and GB Patent Application No. 2,076,238 both disclose a radio receiver. The disclosed radio receiver in U.S. Patent No. 4,628,518 shifts a mixed signal back to a high band of frequencies whenever a shift to the low band of frequencies is detected due to a change in the transmission frequency of the FSK signal, so that a switching signal follows the transmitted binary bits on the FSK signal. The disclosed radio receiver in GB Patent Application No. 2,076,238 compares a chopper signal with a mixer output so that a detector detects the transmitted binary bits. However, both of the disclosed radio receivers nonetheless suffer from at least some of the above-described deficiencies of the prior art.

[0005] Accordingly, there is a need for a modulation method that overcomes the preceding deficiencies of the prior art approaches.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The problems stated above, as well as other related problems of the prior art, are solved by the present invention, a modulation method for Frequency Division Duplex/Time Division Duplex (FDD/TDD) transceivers. The invention eliminates the need for a burst mode controller for both FDD and TDD, as well as SAW bandpass filters and dielectric low pass filters.

[0007] These and other aspects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following detailed description of preferred embodiments, which is to be read in connection with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a sampled FSK modulator in Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode, according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a sampled FSK modulator in Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) mode, according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a waveform diagram illustrating a transmitter switching waveform, according to an illustrative embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 4 is a waveform diagram illustrating a receiver switching waveform, according to an illustrative embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 5 is a waveform diagram illustrating a chopped analog signal, according to an illustrative embodiment of the invention; and

FIG. 6 is a waveform diagram illustrating a relationship between the slopes of the transmitter and receiver waveforms of FIGs. 3 and 4, respectively, according to an illustrative embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0009] The present invention is directed to a modulation method for Frequency Division Duplex/Time Division Duplex (FDD/TDD) transceivers. In particular, a technique is provided for realizing a TDD system with minimal changes to the existing FDD approach. The TDD system could either use the existing dual phase locked loop (PLL) (see dual PLL/pre-scaler 254, FIG. 2) or the Tx and Rx frequencies at the band edge as is in the FDD approach. The invention is primarily intended for use in cordless telephone sets having a handset unit (handset) and a base unit (base). Of course, the invention may be applied with respect to other cordless communication devices, while maintaining the spirit and scope thereof.
The invention facilitates the use of a single band pass filter (BPF) for the RF front-end, which operates between 902 MHz to 928 MHz to reject strong out-of-band signals. The conventional FDD approach uses a surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter in the receiver section and a 2-pole dielectric filter or printed transmission line filters for the transmitter section. It is to be appreciated that the present invention provides a significant cost saving as compared to the prior art. To further reduce cost, the architecture can be changed to that of a single PLL type. In this case, the frequency “plan” is that of a typical TDD system, with the transmitted frequency and the received frequency being the same on both the handset and the base. The present invention can be used in an FDD mode or a TDD mode with no change to the RF front-end. In either case, significant cost savings are realized. For the FDD approach, the cost savings at least results from the elimination of the SAW and dielectric filters. For the TDD approach, the cost savings at least results from not requiring a codec and the associated audio digitization circuits, buffer storage for digitized data, and burst mode transmission circuits.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a sampled FSK modulator in Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode, according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a sampled FSK modulator in Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) mode, according to an illustrative embodiment of the present invention. In the Figures herein, it is to be appreciated that like reference symbols indicate the same or similar components. Moreover, as used herein, the terms “Rx” and “Tx” correspond to the receiver and the transmitter, respectively, of either the handset or the base. The present invention can be used in an analog cordless telephone according to the invention.

With respect to the Base of the telephone, the antenna 110, a dielectric or microstrip band pass filter 114; a low noise amplifier (LNA) 118; an Rx supply 120; a mixer 122; a 10.7MHz/21.4MHz filter 124; an FM intermediate frequency (IF) 126; a second (2nd) IF filter 130; a second (2nd) LO 132, and detected using conventional FM quadrature coil methods by the quadrature detector 134. The recovered base band signal is a composite of a sinusoid with an overlay of the T/R chopping waveform. The composite signal is detected by the quadrature detector 134 and split into two arms. One arm passes through the low pass filter 136, which filters off the 12 Khz chopping components to output a clean sinusoid. The base band telephony signal falls within the band of 300 Hz to 3300 Hz. Since the high frequency switching waveform is 3 times the maximum low frequency audio components, the low frequency signals satisfies the Nyquist criteria for signal recovery. The signal from the second arm is high pass filtered by HPF 146 and fed into a group (3) of inverters, configured as the ringing oscillator 148, nominally at 12 Khz. High pass filtering removes all the low frequency audio components leaving a square wave pulse train that will be identical to that of the base transmitter chopping waveform. The ringing oscillator 148 will track the incoming 12 Khz signal and synchronize therewith. An inverter embodied within the ringing oscillator 148 is used to generate a complementary signal (i.e., Q1) to the synchronized signal (i.e., Q). Switching connections to handset receive and transmit sections is done in a manner that is the reverse of that done for the base.

The modulators of FIGS. 1 and 2 both include: an antenna 110; a dielectric or microstrip band pass filter 114; a low noise amplifier (LNA) 118; an Rx supply 120; a mixer 122; a 10.7MHz/21.4MHz filter 124; an FM intermediate frequency (IF) 126; a second (2nd) IF filter 130; a second (2nd) LO 132; a quadrature detector 134; a first low pass filter (LPF) 136; a compander 144; a high pass filter (HPF) 146; a ringing oscillator 148; a chopper 150; a reference oscillator 156; a modulator/tank circuit 158; a power amp 168; a microstrip LPF 170; a Tx supply 172, an Exclusive-OR gate 180; an RC low pass filter 182; a varactor 184; and a fixed divider 186.

The modulator of FIG. 1 also includes: a transmit/receive switch (T/R) 112; a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 160; a first buffer amplifier 162; a second buffer amplifier 164; and a third buffer amplifier 166.

The modulator of FIG. 2 also includes a dual phase locked loop (PLL)/Pre-scaler 254 and a Tx voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 260.

With respect to the base of the telephone, the audio entering therein is compressed using the compander 144 so that there is relatively less variation to the audio signal amplitude coming from a central office. The compressed audio is chopped by chopper 150 using a transistor switch at 12 Khz. This signal is further filtered to remove all the spikes at the switching boundaries. The output from the chopper 150 is a pulse amplitude modulated signal containing the base band audio chopped at 12 KHz. FIG. 5 is a waveform diagram illustrating a chopped analog signal, according to an illustrative embodiment of the invention. The digitization of the audio with the chopping signal needs to be done post prior to companding to ensure that the digitization is performed on a relatively constant amplitude audio signal. This signal is filtered and fed into the FSK modulator 158. The 12 Khz chopping square wave is generated out of, e.g., an MC 74HC14 (Schmitt trigger) configured as an oscillator. This chopper signal is also used to turn on/off the Tx supply 172 (and hence the transmitter) at the chopping rate. A 180 degree out-of-phase chopping signal is used to turn on and off the Rx supply 120 (and hence the receiver). This process ensures that the receiver is off while the transmitter is on.

FIG. 1 receives the signal, which is down converted to the intermediate frequency (IF) by the 2nd IF filter 130 and the 2nd LO 132, and detected using conventional FM quadrature coil methods by the quadrature detector 134. This adjustment is needed to ensure that the transmitter power does not block the receiver. The Tx power supply signal output from the TX supply 172 is shaped while the Rx power supply signal output
from the Rx supply 120 is not shaped. This allows the RX to quickly switch off while the Tx power supply signal is ramping up. FIG. 3 is a waveform diagram illustrating a transmitter switching waveform, according to an illustrative embodiment of the invention.

b) Receiver on/off signal (180 degree phase reversed replica of the Tx switching waveform) is also similarly shaped to that of the Tx switching signal in that the waveform is trapezoidal, with the "on" time less than the actual signal (Tchop/2). The slopes of the Rx and Tx switching waveforms are adjusted for best performance. This switching methodology ensures that receiver desensitization does not happen due to transmit spectrum splatter. FIG. 4 is a waveform diagram illustrating a receiver switching waveform, according to an illustrative embodiment of the invention. FIG. 6 is a waveform diagram illustrating a relationship between the slopes of the transmitter and receiver waveforms of FIGs. 3 and 4, respectively, according to an illustrative embodiment of the invention.

[0018] It is to be appreciated that a method is also provided to further mitigate the effects of drift to the chopping signals used for T/R switching on both handset and base stations. Due to the possibility of the usage of the handset in areas having much more temperature variations (garage, yard & outside the home) than the base, it is essential to provide nominal frequency stability for chopping signals to be close to the 12 Khz chopping frequency. This can be accomplished by taking the synthesizer reference frequency and dividing by a fixed divider (not shown) to provide the switching frequency. In this scenario, the base is always considered to be the master while the handset will compare the received switching waveforms with the local (handset) switching waveform. An Exclusive-OR gate 180 is used to compare these two signals and to generate an error signal. The error signal is integrated with an RC low pass filter 182 and applied to the reference oscillator 156 for frequency correction. This method of tuning ensures that the transmitter and the receiver switching signals on the handset keep tracking to the base T/R switching signals. If the handset goes out of range, then the link will be lost; however, once the base switching waveforms are received in the handset receiver, even marginally (due to characteristics of the ringing oscillator 156), tracking will commence and the link can be reestablished.

[0019] A description will now be given of some of the many advantages of the present invention. The invention provides drift compensation, thereby providing long time stability. Moreover, the invention allows for full band operation (26Mhz). Also, the invention is alignment free. Additionally, the invention employs a low cost RF architecture. Further, the invention includes automatic clear channel selection (interference avoidance mechanism).

Claims

1. A cordless communication device having a handset unit and a base unit, comprising:

   a transceiver, disposed in the handset unit, having a transmitter and a receiver,

   wherein the handset unit transceiver includes:

   at least one intermediate frequency (IF) filter (130) adapted to filter a received audio signal to output an IF signal corresponding to the received audio signal;

   a quadrature detector (134) adapted to input the IF signal and to output a base band signal corresponding to the received audio signal, the base band signal being a composite of a sinusoid with an overlay of a pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) signal including the received audio signal chopped at a predetermined frequency;

   a high pass filter (146) adapted to filter the base band signal to output a square wave pulse train;

   and

   a ringing oscillator (148) adapted to generate a switching signal in synchronization with the square wave pulse train and to generate a 180 degrees out-of-phase version of the switching signal,

   wherein the transmitter is arranged to be turned on and off at a predetermined frequency by the switching signal and the receiver is arranged to be turned on and off by the 180 degrees out-of-phase version of the switching signal, to ensure that the receiver is turned off when the transmitter is turned on, the device comprising a transceiver, disposed in the base unit, having a transmitter and a receiver, wherein the base unit transceiver includes:

   a compandor (144) adapted to input an audio signal and to output a compressed audio signal having less amplitude variation than the audio signal;

   a chopper (150) adapted to input the compressed audio signal and to output a pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) signal including the audio signal chopped at a predetermined frequency;

   a modulator (158) adapted to be controlled by the PAM signal to output a modulated signal;

   a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO, 160, 260) adapted to be controlled by the modulated signal.

2. The cordless communication device according to claim 1, wherein the base unit transceiver further includes a low pass filter adapted to filter the base
band signal to provide the sinusoid without the overlay of the PAM signal to the compandor.

3. The cordless communication device according to claim 1, wherein the handset transceiver further comprises:
   - a phase locked loop (PLL, 254);
   - a reference oscillator (156) adapted to provide a reference signal for the PLL; and
   - a fixed divider (186) adapted to divide the reference signal by a fixed divisor to generate a reference audio signal chopped at the predetermined frequency.

4. The cordless communication device according to claim 3, wherein the handset unit transceiver further comprises:
   - a voltage controlled oscillator;
   - an Exclusive-Or gate (180) adapted to compare the switching signal with a received switching signal to generate an error signal based upon a frequency difference therebetween; and
   - a resistor capacitor (RC) low pass filter adapted to integrate the error signal to provide the integrated error signal to said reference oscillator,

wherein said reference oscillator is further adapted to correct frequencies of PAM signals generated in the handset unit with respect to PAM signals generated in the base unit and to correct reference frequencies provided to PLLs so as to correct frequencies of the VCOs in the base unit and the handset unit.

Patentansprüche

1. Schnurlose Kommunikationsvorrichtung mit einer Handapparateinheit und einer Basisstation, umfassend:
   - eine in der Handapparateinheit untergebrachte Sende-Empfangseinrichtung, die einen Sender und einen Empfänger aufweist, wobei die Sende-Empfangseinrichtung der Handapparateinheit enthält:
     - mindestens einen Zwischenfrequenz-(IF)-Filter (130), der eingerichtet ist, um ein empfangenes Audiosignal zu filtern, um ein IF-Signal auszugeben, das dem empfangenen Audiosignal entspricht;
     - einen Quadratur-Detektor (134), der eingerichtet ist, um das IF-Signal einzugeben und ein Basisbandsignal auszugeben, das dem empfangenen Audiosignal entspricht, wobei der Sender angeordnet ist, um bei einer vorbestimmten Frequenz durch das Schaltsignal eingeschaltet und ausgeschaltet zu werden und wobei der Empfänger angeordnet ist, um durch die um 180 Grad phasenverschobene Version des Schaltsignals eingeschaltet und ausgeschaltet zu werden, um sicherzustellen, dass der Empfänger ausgeschaltet ist, wenn der Sender eingeschaltet ist, wobei die Vorrichtung eine in der Basisstation untergebrachte Sende-Empfangseinrichtung umfasst, die einen Sender und einen Empfänger aufweist, wobei die Sende-Empfangseinrichtung der Basisstation enthält:

   - einen Dynamikregler (144), der eingerichtet ist, um ein Audiosignal einzugeben und um ein komprimiertes Audiosignal auszugeben, dass weni
ger Amplitudenschwankung als das Audiosignal aufweist;
   - einen Zerhacker (150), der eingerichtet ist, um das komprimierte Audiosignal einzugeben und um ein pulsamplitudenmoduliertes (PAM) Signal einschließlich des Audiosignals auszugeben, das mit einer vorbestimmten Frequenz zerkacht ist;
   - einen Modulator (158), der eingerichtet ist, um durch das PAM-Signal gesteuert zu werden, um ein moduliertes Signal auszugeben;
   - einen spannungsgesteuerten Oszillator (VCO, 160, 260), der eingerichtet ist, um durch das modulierte Signal gesteuert zu werden.

   bei das Basisbandsignal aus einer Zusammensetzung einer Sinuskurve mit einer Überlagerung eines pulsamplitudenmodulierten Signals (PAM) besteht, welches das empfangene Audiosignal enthält, das mit ei
ner vorbestimmten Frequenz zerkacht ist; einen Hochpassfilter (146), der eingerichtet ist, um das Basisbandsignal zu filtern, um eine Rechteckwellenimpulskette auszugeben; und
den frei schwingenden Oszillator (148), der eingerichtet ist, um ein mit der Recht
eckwellenimpulskette synchronisiertes Schaltsignal zu erzeugen und um eine um 180 Grad phasenverschobene Version des Schaltsignals zu erzeugen,
des Handapparats ferner umfasst:

- eine phasenverriegelte Schleife (PLL, 254);
- einen Referenzoszillator (156), der eingerichtet ist, um für die PLL ein Referenzsignal bereitzustellen; und
- einen festen Frequenzteiler (186), der eingerichtet ist, um das Referenzsignal durch einen festen Teiler zu teilen, um ein Referenzaudiosignal zu erzeugen, das mit der vorbestimmten Frequenz zerhackt ist.

4. Schnurlose Kommunikationsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Sendeanordnung der Handappareneinheit ferner umfasst:

- einen spannungsgesteuerten Oszillator;
- ein ausschließendes-ODER-Gatter (180), das eingerichtet ist, um das Schaltsignal mit einem empfangenen Schaltsignal zu vergleichen, um ein Fehlersignal zu erzeugen, das auf einer Frequenzdifferenz zwischen ihnen basiert; und
- einen Widerstandskondensator-(RC)-Tiefpassfilter, der eingerichtet ist, um das Fehlersignal zu integrieren, um dem Referenzoszillator das integrierte Fehlersignal bereitzustellen, wobei der Referenzoszillator ferner eingerichtet ist, um Frequenzen von PAM-Signalen zu korrigieren, die in der Handappareneinheit hinsichtlich von PAM-Signalen erzeugt werden, die in der Basisstation erzeugt werden, und um Referenzfrequenzen zu korrigieren, die den PLLs bereitgestellt werden, so dass Frequenzen der VCOs in der Basisstation und in der Handappareneinheit korrigiert werden.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de communication sans fil possédant une unité de combiné et une unité de base, comprenant : un émetteur-récepteur, disposé dans l’unité de combiné, possédant un émetteur et un récepteur, dans lequel l’émetteur-récepteur de l’unité de combiné comprend :

- au moins un filtre de fréquence intermédiaire (IF) (130) adapté pour filtrer un signal audio reçu pour générer un signal IF correspondant au signal audio reçu;
- un détecteur en quadrature de phase (134) adapté pour recevoir le signal IF et pour générer un signal de bande de base correspondant au signal audio reçu, le signal de bande de base étant composé d’une sinusoïde avec une superposition d’un signal modulé en amplitude d’impulsion (PAM) comprenant le signal audio reçu découpé à une fréquence prédéterminée ;

2. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’émetteur-récepteur de l’unité de base comprend en outre un filtre passe-bas adapté pour filtrer le signal de bande de base pour fournir la sinusoïde sans la superposition du signal PAM au compresseur-extenseur.

3. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’émetteur-récepteur du combiné comprend en outre :

- une boucle à verrouillage de phase (PLL, 254) ;
- un oscillateur de référence (156) adapté pour fournir un signal de référence pour la PLL ; et
- un diviseur fixe (186) adapté pour diviser le signal de référence par un diviseur fixe pour générer un signal audio de référence découpé à la fréquence prédéterminée.

4. Dispositif de communication sans fil selon la reven-
dication 3, dans lequel l'émetteur-récepteur de l'uni-
té de combiné comprend en outre :

- un oscillateur commandé en tension ;
- une porte OU Exclusif (180) adaptée pour com-
parer le signal de commutation à un signal de
commutation reçu pour générer un signal d'er-
reur basé sur une différence de fréquence entre
les deux ; et
- un filtre passe-bas à résistance et condensa-
teur (RC) adapté pour intégrer le signal d’erreur
pour fournir le signal d’erreur intégré audit os-
cillateur de référence,

dans lequel ledit oscillateur de référence est en outre
adapté pour corriger les fréquences des signaux
PAM générés dans l’unité de combiné par rapport
aux signaux PAM générés dans l’unité de base et
pour corriger les fréquences de référence fournies
aux PLLs de sorte à corriger les fréquences des
VCOs dans l’unité de base et l’unité de combiné.
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